
FACE TRE ATMENTS



Biologique Recherche is internationally recognized  
for the effectiveness of its treatments perfected 
in over 40 years, thanks to highly personalized  

protocols and highly concentrated botanical, marine  
and biological active principles, for immediate 

and long lasting results.



SOIN SECONDE PEAU
50 min

A regenerating and lifting treatment with 80% pharmaceutical grade 
hyaluronic acid, designed for mature Skin instant© damaged by the 

signs of aging.

TRIPLE LIFT

110 min 

An excellent exfoliating and lifting treatment for face, neck and 
décolleté. Perfect for any special moments. The facial contour will be 
reshaped and defined, the skin regenerated and plumped. The high 
concentration of active ingredients in the booster and an exclusive 
protocol are the perfect combinations for an immediate and lasting 
result.



SOIN RESTRUCTURANT LISSANT
80 min 

A reconditioning treatment for the epidermis with an immediate 
plumping effect designed for all Skin Instants©. It has a draining action 
on your skin, leaving your face, neck and chest smooth and toned.

SOIN DÉTOXIFIANT  Vip 02
80 min

Thanks to its innovative micro-massaging texture and its unique 
formula, the Soin Détoxifiant VIP O2 is a revolution in facial treatments. 
It detoxifies and stimulates the epidermis to re-oxygenate skin tissue. 
The complexion is incredibly bright, and the “soft focus” is improved to 
add brightness and radiance for the skin.



SOIN LIFT C.V.S.   
80 min 

An exfoliating and lifting treatment combined with shaping techniques 
designed for mature Skin Instants©. It leaves the skin on your face, neck 
and chest smooth, refined and toned.

SOIN MC 110
80 min

A plumping treatment for reducing wrinkles and lines designed for 
lackluster Skin Instants©. It leaves the skin on your face, neck and chest 
toned and redefined.

SOIN ÉCLAIRANT VIP O2 
50 min

A regenerating and revitalizing treatment for the epidermis that works 
on all Skin Instants©. It restores the natural balance of your skin, 

leaving your face, neck and chest smooth and glowing.



SOIN BIOSENSIBLE
50 min

A treatment to stabilize particularly sensitive and fragile 
Skin Instants©. 
It has a soothing effect on the skin of face, neck and chest, giving it an 
extra glow.

SOIN VERNIX RIGENERANTE
50 min

A revitalizing, protective and restoring  treatment. 

Indicated for stressed and dehydrated Skin Instant©. The skin is 
regenerated and softer.

SOIN HYDRECLAT

50 min 

A hydrating and complexion-enhancing treatment that works on all 
Skin Instants©. It leaves the skin on your face, neck and chest glowing 
with a tighter texture.
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